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ABSTRACT 

Among the forces that shape desire in women and men are the scripts for relationsb:;: 
and sexual expression available in popular fiction. In this paper, the structure and conm: 
of two widely available scripts will be explored: a romance script, found in fairy t.i!,: 
and romance novels aimed at females, and an adventure script, incorporated in actio'. 
comic books, adventure novels, and pornography directed at males. Using a canter.: 
analysis, three aspects of the scripts are studied: a) the stage of the relationship addresseJ 
by the scripts; b) the manifest and latent themesrevealed; and c) the sexual and nor:· 
sexual motives expressed. The position is taken that by encompassing primarily tL,
"courtship" phase of relationships, the scripts provide little guidance relevant to mair.-' 
taining long-term relationships. The ways in which. specific elements of the scripts ar: 
likely to be "dysfunctional'.' in long-term heterosexual, lesbian, and gay male relation· 
ships are examined. 

INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the social forces that shape desire is integral to an understanding of sexual· 
ity and relationships. Like other social constructions (Berger & Luckmann, 1966), se.xu·, 
ality is scripted: habitual ways of dealing with sexuality have been institutionalized i� .
family and marital structures and in gender roles. Desire and its expression are embeddea 
in a social context that defines what constitutes a romantic or erotic event. Such institu· 
tionalized structures provide a "blueprint" for behaviors and motives sanctioned by 
the culture, including why one has sex, with whom, when and where it occurs, and wha: . 
acts are performed (Gagnon, 1977). However, sex research has more often focused on � 
sexual behavior than on the social origins of sexual expression (e.g., Hite, 1979; Hunt. : 
1975; Kinsey, Pomerory & Martin, 1948, 1953). Consequently, the institutions and cul:
tural influences that shape desire are among the least understood or attended aspects ot 
sexuality (Gagnon & Simon, 1973). 

While not predictive of individual behavior, sexual scripts provide insight concerning whar

people have been led to expect from sexual relattonships. Congruence or contradicti�ns .
between script elements and goals and also among scripts can be revealed by analyzing 1 

sexual scripts. According to contemporary social constructions of sexuality, the social!�·
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